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    The only all-in-one technology platform that helps senior living and healthcare operators digitize their foodservice operations from truck to table.

    
    No more juggling multiple technologies – do it all with MealSuite at a fraction of the cost.  
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                     Keep your food costs in check with our live pricing integrations with major distributors 
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                     We make nutritional labels easy with our database of over 10,000 pre-loaded ingredients 
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                    Short-staffed? Save time on labor with our Self-Service Kiosks and Portals that make it easy for residents, patients and staff to order and pay! 
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        So much more than a software, MealSuite is your partner in foodservice success.

        
        Select your level of care to discover how we can help:
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            A better way to operate your foodservice


            
                

                
                    
                         
                            
                                
                                  Cultivate a Standout Dining Experience
                                
                            


                            
                                
                                    Wow prospective residents and boost mealtime satisfaction with our menu database, personalized profiles and innovative ordering systems.
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                                    Put Time Back in Your Day
                                
                            


                            
                                
                                    Streamlined operations mean less administrative load, boosted efficiencies and more time for staff to spend engaging with patients and residents. 
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                                    Mitigate Foodservice Risk
                                
                            


                            
                                
                                    Capture unique needs like dietary preferences, allergies, food textures and fluid thicknesses so staff will have all the important details about diners at their fingertips. No more dangerous mix-ups. 
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                                    Implement With Ease
                                
                            


                            
                                
                                    You're not alone if implementing change sounds overwhelming. MealSuite is designed for ease-of-use, and backed by leading Training & Support Teams so you can breathe easy knowing we've got your back.
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        The MealSuite Difference
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                        Continual innovation fueled by customer ideas

                        Our platform and offerings are constantly growing and improving based on ideas and evolving needs straight from operators, registered dietitians and foodservice staff.
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                        Recipe, ingredient and nutritional data

                        MealSuite includes a database with 9,000+ regular and therapeutic recipes created by registered dietitians. Many recipes are HACCP-ready, include nutritional data and flags for textures and allergens. 
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                        100% Paperless

                        Ditch the recipe binders and daily production sheets. Our touchscreen platform is the only system where a single screen can be used for kitchen prep, HACCP reporting, looking up a recipe and then plating orders.  
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                        Intelligent Automation

                        We’ve implemented machine learning and AI to simplify your day. We’re continuously training your MealSuite virtual assistant, Marvin, to reduce manual efforts around menu substitutions, purchasing, forecasting and more! 
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        Let us show you why MealSuite is the leading industry solution 
for exceptional foodservice operations.
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               MealSuite Insider Newsletter

               Care industry & food service news, insights, tools and content right to your inbox.

                Subscribe Now
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